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Persistence of the Brauer-Manin

obstruction on cubic surfaces

Carlos Rivera and Bianca Viray

Let X be a cubic surface over a global field k. We prove that a
Brauer-Manin obstruction to the existence of k-points on X will
persist over every extension L/k with degree relatively prime to
3. In other words, a cubic surface has nonempty Brauer set over
k if and only if it has nonempty Brauer set over some extension
L/k with 3 ∤ [L : k]. Therefore, the conjecture of Colliot-Thélène
and Sansuc on the sufficiency of the Brauer-Manin obstruction for
cubic surfaces implies that X has a k-rational point if and only if
X has a 0-cycle of degree 1. This latter statement is a special case
of a conjecture of Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer.

1. Introduction

Let Y be a smooth cubic hypersurface over a field k. Cassels and Swinnerton-
Dyer have conjectured that Y has a rational point if and only if Y has a
0-cycle of degree 1 or, equivalently, that Y has a k-rational point if and
only if Y has an L-rational point for a finite extension L/k whose degree is
relatively prime to 3 [Cor76]. Note that if Y is a curve, then this conjecture
follows from the Riemann-Roch Theorem.

Coray took up this question for hypersurfaces of arbitrary dimension
and proved (among other results) that this conjecture holds over local
fields [Cor76, Thm. 4.7]. Thus, the Cassels–Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture
holds over global fields whenever Y satisfies the local-to-global principle.
Conjecturally, smooth cubic hypersurfaces of dimension at least 3 satisfy
the local-to-global principle [CT03].

Smooth cubic surfaces can fail the local-to-global principle [SD62], and
we have a conjectural understanding of all such failures. Indeed, Colliot-
Thélène and Sansuc have conjectured that the Brauer-Manin obstruction
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is the only obstruction to the local-to-global principle. That is, if X is a
smooth cubic surface over a global field k, then a nonempty Brauer set
Y (Ak)

Br ⊂ Y (Ak) should imply the existence of a k-rational point. We prove
that this conjecture of Colliot-Thélène and Sansuc implies the conjecture of
Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer over global fields. More precisely, our main
theorem is the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a smooth cubic surface over a global field k. If
L/k is an extension with degree coprime to 3, then

X(AL)
Br = ∅ ⇔ X(Ak)

Br = ∅.

Corollary 1.2. Let X be a smooth cubic surface over a global field k.
Assume that the Brauer-Manin obstruction is the only obstruction to the
local-to-global principle for cubic surfaces over global fields. Then X has a
k-rational point if and only if X has a 0-cycle of degree 1. □

The key insight in the proof is that we need only understand nCH0(X)
for some n coprime to 3 to compute the Brauer-Manin obstruction over
extensions. (This reduction, which will be explained in detail in the proof, is
due to the bilinearity of the Brauer pairing and the fact that Brauer elements
must be of order 3 to obstruct the local-to-global principle [SD93, Cor. 1]).
We extend a result of Colliot-Thélène [CT20, Thm. 3.3e] to obtain this
desired understanding of 2CH0(X).

Conventions and notation

For a smooth proper variety X over a field k, we write BrX for the coho-
mological Brauer group H2

et(X,Gm) and write CH0(X) for the Chow group
of 0-cycles modulo rational equivalence. We also denote Br Spec k by Br k.

Given a field extension F/k and an element α ∈ BrX, we write
evα : X(F ) → BrF for the map that sends a point P ∈ X(F ) to the pull-
back P ∗α of α along P . This evaluation map respects rational equivalence,
so we may extend this definition to obtain a pairing

BrX × CH0(X) → Br k, ⟨α,
∑

i

niPi⟩ :=
∑

i

niCork(Pi)/k

(

evαk(Pi)
(Pi)

)

.

Note that given a degree d point P ∈ X, we may consider this either as an
element of CH0(X) or as an element of X(k(P )). In either case, we may
pair with a Brauer class, but the pairings are different. As an element of
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CH0(X), the pairing ⟨α, P ⟩ gives an element of Br k, whereas as an element
of X(k(P )), the pairing evαk(P )

(P ) gives an element of Brk(P ). However,
we do have the relation Cork(P )/k(evαk(P )

(P )) = ⟨α, P ⟩. To avoid confusion,
we will use ⟨α,−⟩ to denote the pairing on CH0(X) and evαL

to denote the
pairing on X(L), for L an extension of k.

If k is a global field and v is a place, then we define the invariant maps
invv : Br kv → Q/Z compatibly so that we have an exact sequence

0 → Br k → ⊕v Br kv

∑
v
invv

−−−−−→ Q/Z → 0;

see [CTS21, Def. 13.1.7 and Rmk. 13.1.12] for more details. Recall that invv
is an isomorphism for nonarchimedean v.

2. Persistence of constant evaluation over local fields

In [CT20], Colliot-Thélène revisits the aforementioned work of Coray [Cor76]
and develops a more flexible version of Coray’s original methods. In doing
so, Colliot-Thélène obtains strong results on the Chow group of 0-cycles for
cubic surfaces [CT20, Thm. 3.3] (as well as proving analogues of Coray’s
results for other varieties).

In this section, we follow Colliot-Thélène’s proof to give refined infor-
mation on 2CH0X (Lemma 2.1) which we then use to prove that, over
local fields, constant Brauer evaluation persists over any extension (Propo-
sition 2.3).

Lemma 2.1 (Extension of [CT20, Thm. 3.3e]). Let k be an infinite field
and let X ⊂ P3

k be a smooth cubic surface. If X(k) ̸= ∅, then the group
2CH0(X) is generated by classes of k-rational points.

Remark 2.2. The result of Colliot-Thélène that we extend ([CT20, Thm.
3.3e]) is stated for fields of characteristic 0. The assumption on character-
istic is used in [CT20, Proof of Thm. 2.9], which is a refined Bertini result
(see [Jou83]). However, for [CT20, Thm. 3.3e] and this extension, we need
only apply this refined Bertini theorem to embeddings of degree 2 and 3 del
Pezzo surfaces given by a (large enough) multiple of the anticanonical bun-
dle and to the degree 2 map S → P3 given by | − 2KS | for S a degree 1 del
Pezzo surface. The embeddings are unramified and so a generic hyperplane
section is smooth, even in positive characteristic. Furthermore, away from
characteristic 2, the degree 2 map is of finite type and residually separable
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so by [Spr98, Section 4], a generic hyperplane section is smooth. In charac-
teristic 2, we prove directly that a generic hyperplane section is smooth (see
Proposition A.1).

Proof. By [CT20, Thm. 3.3e] we know that CH0(X) is generated by classes
of k-rational points and closed points of degree 3. Moreover, the standard
technique of considering a line through a degree 2 point shows that every
degree 2 point is already a sum of two k-rational points in CH0(X). Hence,
to prove the lemma it is enough to show that if Q is a degree 3 closed point
of X, then 2Q is rationally equivalent to a linear combination of points of
degree 1 or 2.

Following [CT20, Proof of Thm. 3.3] we let R,S be general k-rational
points in X, take the blow up p : Y → X of X at R and S, and consider the
line bundle

−2KY = p∗(−2KX)− 2ER − 2ES ,

where ER and ES are the exceptional divisors above R and S. Since Y is a del
Pezzo surface of degree 1, the linear system | − 2KY | defines a degree 2 map
f : Y → P3 whose image is a quadric cone. As p∗(Q) ∈ Y is a closed point
of degree 3 in Y , and the image of f is two dimensional and it generates P3,
we may apply [CT20, Thm. 2.9(b)] to find a smooth geometrically integral
k-rational curve Γ in | − 2KY | and an effective degree 3 divisor z ⊂ Γ that
is rationally equivalent to p∗(Q).

By adjunction, we see that

g(Γ) = 1 +
Γ.(Γ +KY )

2
= 2.

Since Γ.ER = 2, w := Γ ∩ ER is an effective degree 2 divisor in Γ. Applying
Riemann-Roch to the degree 2 divisor 2z − 2w on the genus 2 curve Γ, we
find an effective degree 2 divisor w′ ⊂ Γ such that w′ = 2z − 2w ∈ Pic Γ.
Since z ≡ p∗Q ∈ CH0 Y , this shows 2p∗Q ∼ w′ + 2w, and so, in particular,
2Q is rationally equivalent on X to a sum of degree 1 and 2 points. □

Proposition 2.3. Let X be a cubic surface over a local field k with
X(k) ̸= ∅ and let α ∈ BrX[3]. If evα : X(k) → Br k is constant, then for
all finite extensions L/k, evαL

: X(L) → BrL is constant with image equal
to ResL/k(im evα). In particular, if invk ◦ evα has image cα ∈ Q/Z, then
invL ◦ evαL

has image [L : k]cα.

Proof. The last statement follows from the first since invL ◦ResL/k =
[L : k] ◦ invk [Poo17, Theorem 1.5.34 (ii)]. Also note that if P ∈ X(L)
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is contained in X(F ) for a subextension k ⊂ F ⊂ L, then evαL
(P ) =

ResL/F (evαF
(P )). Thus, it suffices to prove constancy on points P ∈ X(L)

that are not defined over any proper subfield of L, i.e., those points that
define 0-cycles over k of degree [L : k]. In addition, since CorL/k is an iso-
morphism, it suffices to prove that (CorL/k ◦ evαL

)(P ) = [L : k](evα(Q)) for
any point Q ∈ X(k).

Let P ∈ X be a closed point of degree d and let L = k(P ). By defini-
tion of the Brauer-Manin pairing, CorL/k evαL

(P ) is equal to the pairing
⟨α, P ⟩, where P is considered as a 0-cycle. Since evα is constant on X(k), by
Lemma 2.1, ⟨α,−⟩ is constant on each degree d part of 2CH0(X). Further-
more, for any Q ∈ X(k) and any degree d 0-cycle D ∈ 2CH0(X), we have
⟨α,D⟩ = d⟨α,Q⟩. Combining these facts with the fact that α is 3-torsion,
we may compute

⟨α, P ⟩ = ⟨4α, P ⟩ = 2⟨α, 2P ⟩ = 4[L : k]⟨α,Q⟩

= [L : k]⟨α,Q⟩ = ResL/k(evα(Q)).

□

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Lemma 3.1 ([CTP00, Proof of Lemma 3.4] ). Let X be a smooth cubic
surface in P3 over a local field k such that X(k) ̸= ∅. Then for each α ∈ BrX
the image of the evaluation map evα : X(k) → Br k is a group coset.

Remark 3.2. The proof of Lemma 3.4 in [CTP00] can be applied verba-
tim to prove this lemma. However, since the statement [CTP00, Lemma
3.4] differs from that of Lemma 3.1, we repeat the proof for the readers’
convenience.

Proof. Let S = im (evα : X(k) → Q/Z). Since S ̸= ∅, it is enough to show
that for all x, y, z ∈ S, we have x+ y − z ∈ S. Let P,Q,R ∈ X(k) be preim-
ages of x, y, z ∈ S. Assume that there is a plane containing P,Q,R that in-
tersects X in a smooth genus 1 curve Γ. Then, by applying Riemann-Roch to
the degree 1 divisor P +Q−R in Γ, we find T ∈ Γ(k) rationally equivalent
to P +Q−R. As rationally equivalent zero cycles are Brauer equivalent,
this shows that evα(T ) = x+ y − z and so by definition x+ y − z ∈ S.

It remains to consider the case that all planes containing P,Q,R inter-
sect X in a singular curve. Since the evaluation map is locally constant,
we may perturb P,Q, or R in analytic neighborhoods and they will remain
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preimages of x, y, z ∈ S, respectively. Since X is smooth, the singular hyper-
plane sections are a proper closed subset of P̌3. Thus by perturbing P,Q, or
R, we may move off this closed subset and hence find a smooth hyperplane
section of X that contains P,Q,R, thereby reducing to the previous case.
(This argument follows that of [CTP00, Proof of Lemma 3.4]; alternatively,
one may appeal to [CT20, Prop. 2.7] and the more general Bertini arguments
in Remark 2.2.) □

Lemma 3.3. Let X be a smooth cubic surface over a global field k. Assume
that X is everywhere locally soluble. If X(Ak)

Br = ∅, then there exists an
α ∈ BrX[3] such that X(Ak)

α = ∅ and such that evα : X(kv) → (Br kv)[3] is
constant for all v ∈ Ωk.

Proof. The existence of α ∈ BrX[3] such that X(Ak)
α = ∅ follows

from [CTP00, Lemma 3.4 and Remark 1 following the lemma]. (Note that al-
though [CTP00, Lemma 3.4] is stated for number fields, the proof applies to
all global fields.) By Lemma 3.1, for each v ∈ Ωk, the image of evα is a group
coset. Thus, evα : X(kv) → (Br kv)[3] is surjective or constant (or both, if v
is archimedean!). Assume there exists a nonarchimedean v0 ∈ Ωk such that
evα is surjective on X(kv0

) points. Then, for any (Pv) ∈
∏

v ̸=v0
X(kv), there

exists a Pv0
∈ X(kv0

) such that

invv0
(evα(Pv0

)) =
∑

v ̸=v0

invv(evα(Pv)),

so in particular (Pv) ∈ X(Ak)
α, which contradicts the first statement. Thus,

if X(Ak)
α = ∅ then evα : X(kv) → (Br kv)[3] must be constant for all v ∈

Ωk. □

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The implication X(AL)
Br = ∅ ⇒ X(Ak)

Br = ∅ fol-
lows from the compatibility of the Brauer-Manin pairing with corestriction
(this appears to have been observed in this generality only recently, and is
due to Wittenberg; see [CV, Lemma 2.1]). Thus, it remains to prove the
reverse implication, so we assume that X(Ak)

Br = ∅.
If X(AL) = ∅, then the result is immediate. Assume that X(AL) ̸= ∅.

Since 3 ∤ [L : k], for every v ∈ Ωk, there exists a w ∈ ΩL, w|v such that [Lw :
kv] is also coprime to 3. Since X(Lw) ̸= ∅, by [Cor76, Thm. 4.7], X(kv) ̸= ∅.
Hence X(Ak) ̸= ∅. Since, by assumption, X(Ak)

Br = ∅, Lemma 3.3 im-
plies that there exists an α ∈ BrX[3] such that X(Ak)

α = ∅ and, for all
v ∈ Ωk, evα : X(kv) → (Br kv)[3] is constant. Let cv ∈ Q/Z be the image of
invv ◦ evα. Note that by our assumptions on α,

∑

v cv ̸= 0 ∈ 1
3Z/Z.
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We will show that X(AL)
α = ∅, which then implies that X(AL)

Br =
∅. Let (Pw) ∈ X(AL). By Proposition 2.3, invw(evαLw

(Pw)) = [Lw : kv]cv.
Thus,

∑

w∈ΩL

invw(evαLw
(Pw)) =

∑

v∈Ωk

∑

w|v

[Lw : kv]cv

=
∑

v∈Ωk

cv
∑

w|v

[Lw : kv] = [L : k]
∑

v

cv.

Recall that
∑

v cv ̸= 0 ∈ 1
3Z/Z. Since 3 ∤ [L : k], the above expression is also

nonzero in 1
3Z/Z, and so (Pw) /∈ X(AL)

α. Since the above argument holds
for any (Pw) ∈ X(AL), we have shown that X(AL)

α = ∅, as desired. □

Appendix A. Bertini for degree 1 del Pezzo surfaces in

characteristic 2

Proposition A.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 2 and let S be a smooth
del Pezzo surface of degree 1 over k. Let φ : S → Q ⊂ P3 be the map given
by the linear system | − 2KS |, where Q ⊂ P3 denotes the quadric cone. Then
there is a dense open U ⊂ P̌3 such that, for all H ∈ U , the fiber SH is smooth.

Remark A.2. Note that φ is a ramified double cover which is not residually
separable, and so, to the best of our knowledge, no general Bertini theorems
apply.

Proof. Let R ⊂ S denote the ramification locus of φ. If x ∈ S −R, then φ|H
is smooth at x for all H containing φ(x). Let us consider

W = {(r,H) : φ(r) ∈ H and SH is not smooth at r} ⊂ R× P̌3.

To prove the theorem, we must show that the second projection W → P̌3 is
not dominant, i.e., that the image has dimension at most 2.

Recall that S can be given as the vanishing of a sextic hypersurface in
P(1, 1, 2, 3), and under this identification φ is the projection onto P(1, 1, 2).
Let F denote the degree 6 polynomial that defines S, and let the x, y, z, w
denote the variables of weights 1, 1, 2, 3, respectively. Then R is given by the
vanishing of the equation ∂wF , which is nonzero since S is smooth.

We will show that over an U ⊂ R, the morphism π1 : WU → U has 1
dimensional fibers. Thus, the image of WU has dimension at most 2. Since
π2(WP ) is contained in a hyperplane for any P ∈ R, this suffices to show
that the map π2 : W → P̌3 is not dominant.
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Let P ∈ R and let H ∈ A3. We will restrict to considering H that are
given by an equation of the form z + a0x

2 + a1xy + a2y
2. Then SH is sin-

gular at P if [a0, a1, a2, b] is in the kernel of the matrix





x(P )2 x(P )y(P ) y(P )2 z(P )
0 y(P )(∂zF )(P ) 0 (∂xF )(P )
0 x(P )(∂zF )(P ) 0 (∂yF )(P )



 .

Over an open set U ⊂ R we may assume that one of x, y and that one of
∂xF, ∂yF, ∂zF are nonzero at P . Thus, this matrix has rank at least 2, and
so the fiber of π1 at P is a P1, as desired. □
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